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November 17, 1996

Of all the schools I have attended, 

Cistercian is the most memorable. I have 

found mentors, confidants, brothers, and 

myself. This school helped me deepen my 

intellect, responsibility, faith, and love. 

And I do love all of you. I’d like to thank 

my parents, Dr. Pruit, Fr. Anthony, Fr. 

Paul, and Mr. Saliga, for their counsel 

and sacrifices these past three years. The 

lessons you taught me in and out of the 

classroom will be carried on for the rest 

of my life. Finally, to all my classmates… 

Thanks for making my experience here 

unforgettable. I feel as though we’ve known 

each other since first form. I’m going to miss 

you. It’s been good, guys.

Mark Robert Dorsey
August 24, 1996

Ever since my brother started at Cistercian, 

I talked about the school as if I already went 

there. I can’t believe I have been here for 8 

years. Although it’s been tough, I’ve loved every 

minute. I will never forget all the good times 

with classmates both in and out of the classroom. 

Although I made it through, I wouldn’t have 

been able to make it without the support from 

family, friends, and teachers. I would like to 

thank Dr. Pruit for being the best Form Master 

and mentor that anyone could ask for. DP, I will 

never forgot all those times you grabbed me 

with your monstrous hands while I attempted 

to mimic your booming voice. I would also 

like to thank Fr. Anthony and Mr. Saliga for 

the support both of you gave me during my 

Cistercian career.

“WAAAAAAAHAAAAAAAA!” 

-Wario, Super Smash Bros.

“I know I'll never lose affection

For people and things that went before

I know I'll often stop and think about them

In my life I love you more…”

 -Paul McCartney, “In My Life”

 “I find that the best way to do things is to constantly 

move forward and to never doubt anything and keep 

moving forward. If you make a mistake, say you made a 

mistake.” 

-John Frusciante

"The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist 

expects it to change; the realist adjusts the sails."

-William A. Ward

"If you're keeping score, win." 

-Red Auerbach

 “We’re scrimmaging Greenhill.”

    -Coach Mac

"The true journey of discovery consists not in seeking 

new landscapes but in having fresh eyes."

                   -Marcel Proust

James Henry Chadwick
July 16, 1997

 This has been a very weird experience. Typing a 

half-page maximum blurb to sum up eight years 

of things is a difficult task. I’ll start by saying Dr. 

Pruit, you sage wizard, you've made every day 

better with your presence. I guess I’ll move on 

to memories. Playing sports and being terrible 

at them, not playing sports and being very good 

at that, sleeping back when I had spare time. As 

regularly crushing as it has been,  Cistercian 

has prepared me for whatever life throws at 

me, except for people who aren’t Catholic boys. 

Seriously though, I am glad to have attended 

this school, and to maybe be remembered in this 

yearbook. If anyone takes the time to read this, 

thanks, good luck in your life, and don’t be afraid 

to treat yourself.

“Everything in the world is exactly the same.”

-Kanye West

Hobbes: “I suppose if we couldn’t laugh at things that 

don’t make sense, we couldn’t react to a lot of life.”

Calvin: (after a long pause) “I can’t tell if that’s funny or 

really scary.”

-Calvin and Hobbes, Calvin and Hobbes

“We’re all stories, in the end. Just make it a good one.”

-The Doctor, Doctor Who

“Jack, in ten years you will be dead and I will be king.”

-Connor Malin

John Frank Dudasko
September 18, 1996

The memories I have of Cistercian could fill a 

small informational manual. First form was a 

new and intriguing time, meeting very strange 

new people, freaking out about the smallest 

assignments and just acting without the slightest 

bit of common sense. Middle school was where I 

began doodling. As any classmate can point out 

I started drawing nothing more than guns and 

tanks. Then came high school. “John’s Thing”, 

“Installments” and numerous other  inside jokes 

eased the growing challenge of of our classes. 

The class’s Junior year Secret Santa gave both 

thrills and chills. Mr. Nied’s fantastic Sci-fi 

class. Finally Senior year characterizes our 

intense exhaustion. I’ll be glad to see us go our 

different paths and succeed.

 “And then he left more machine than man.” 

-Risk of Rain

“You guys seem to forget that I don’t have emotions.” 

-Fr. Philip

“Shh... hear that? I'm playing the world's saddest song 

on the world's smallest violin.” 

- Mr. Pink

“Superhot” 

-Superhot

“Coa-HUIL-ti-cans” 

-Mr. Walter


